to the pig, you. We must better things to do. Get off old woman. We drove off. The man said, "We've been a house that only those who work can receive things. So it is to be carried out.

We drove up to a kilo. On my old people took their hats off to the new boss, as if it were a landlord. He arrived at a kilo. At first, the peasants laughed at it. They'd never seen one before. But now they work hard at it."

The peasant women talked to me. Then, same story. How can we live on 10 lbs. of bread a month? I've been in Kolchak now for a second year and not a scrap of new clothes. It's worse, much worse than...
it ever has been. He didn't want to join Kolkhoz or forced us, Vova. And thy took away my cows— and my coal— and my mine— and not one drop of water is empty. And thou took away we all get a little piece of bread a day. No meat— no milk. She says I’ve been so bad. Poor Vova. Russia is in a sorry plight. Where we want land and our cows."

We talked to some more women. They nearly went and all shocked & talked at same time. "My son! How can I give him enough food? Our clothes are in rags. They showed me grain very bad. May I what they keep put us rolling rain. All they send to Samara & keep it for us."

(Emphatic & grain district.)
bushel = 60
root = 40.

2.47 tons = 500.
Arms top 65 bushels per man.

15° to 25° average. Fair.

12 hours a day only

On Saturday they said they worked 16 hours.

Our branch of Chinese holds gas mask trials.

Yield: 20000 lbs. to hectare.

5/5.4 wishing to earn.

We drove across a very large area and then I think of stopping until we came to a threshing machine. Many people, said: 

"Does, were working on 1 group piece work, it counted as 2 days work because it was not hard.

Drove back through camel standing on steppe and

Meal in rice here's some men walked to but where? There restaurant was 

rather. We lunch which 3 women 

their clothes were torn. Very thin shackles with black bread

There was an apron which if entered "hook" which give you

That salt in highly.

It's bad. No meat. But this...
took away our corn. I chewed at empty. We looked everywhere. How can
not look on an empty stomach like this.
We went out - old man with white hair. He
lifted his hat before us. "Pleas-
e with a groan.

They had 3
horses - 33 cows. All the
money.

How can I get
enough to eat? It's getting worse. It's a
dog's life.

A young man was sitting
to the shrieked: "A pity you destroy. You had
your home. You came to a little pity. Did you know
for the beds and then? I can't guarantee. She had no
money. My husband killed when
" Please here. I'm both...
off now. Do visit 7 administration, tremendous bureaucracy, green explained. Prevent station after formally, army said. The whole is worse than I thought.

They took everything away; my hope, cattle, station, Malarial coach, show how to prevent disease. Large crowd gathered, questions about America: how terrible it was now; how much ship cost.

One said: "The trade..."...among how do nothing to protect workers. My name..."...now only to educate and make/work produce."
Railway journey from Moscow to St. Petersburg.


On a State train where I was there, no meat until a foreign delegation came and then they killed a lot of cattle especially to show foreign delegate.

in train, I believe, in God. but when I arrive in Moscow, I am going to become a Komzonalond. Otherwise I shall not be able to have a good education. I won't say that I am a believer. I
School I made a lot of Comm
spelling repairs, but I did
not believe what I said.
A lot of people repeat
Communist words, phrases,
don't believe what they say.
Village. I have been
on a collective farm for
a year. This work is hard.
One can't in Russia.
What do we think I need to say about the sound of a gong? I finished school a year ago. They did not let me go to university because I was employed. I could not go to university. If I spent a year in California, I would have been able to account on a worksheet. Uncle said it is wrong. The law says someone killed in the village. Nationwide is doing it wrong.
Heddy. I got a cold.

The man got 30 r. a month. He has to buy and pay to market. The workers live better than the doctor.

The worker is way better off from any view of human condition. When he gets hard up, he clothes from food. From view he is much worse off.

There are just a few good hospitals. What we shown to foreigners. We not shown terrible. No instrument.

Health insurance on paper it is fine. In reality, it is very hard to wait. Months for treatment. Few doctors say, we are crowded. Diet. G. S. C. All intelligent people here are mad. We must be treated. They gave him surgery.
I thought that all 4

I thought that all

I thought that all

I thought that all
Chew it shop. Deepen woman look all round. rag dirty cloth our head. She asked for a few kopeks. Then she spoke German and then excellent French. However, I was a teacher of noble origin. I taught in Nicholas Institute. But I've had no pupils right throughout 1512. They promised me pupils on 1st 1512, but I don't know if they'll give me them. Cried when I shook hands with her.
In street very tame.

In Alexandria 1st turn right.

"Under/bern/lem!

when the K.1.M. - The militant headquarters of revolutionary youth of whole world.

Bought lemon 1.8.50."
Eighth Oil

1. Plan
2. Plan
3. Plan

1. How/plan, big candidate

1. How compared with last year

1736 (1731)

Fuji is to be计划ed

rapid decline of import of exports between America, Asia, oil well declining.

7. Machine and oil well will be greater than our country which have pol. rels.

2. Stalin

Xospacevi

This is being introduced by trading

Oil industry. Every country has its own plan of boring (Supreme) Colonia (Supreme)
my way can see how plan they carried out
1. 3. 4.
2. 3. 4.

in Marchinka.

equal well a lack
responsibility

In the speech of Italian workers were not sent for me well to another, but how we well has its equipment I men who cannot go from one to another much

lives now in due

I think workers must stay in same well

The steps of care is now responsible for

Well. End of 01.3.1944
All cash must work on a one-definitive system. Equal pay must be liquidated. The worst paid must be liquidated. No system.

3. Food & food supplies. Enquiries will be in same category. Goods will be same as before.

We were flies because...
schools. General a bit worse conditions where the old boys will have more to attend. New express for 4 hours will better conditions.

Schools. Dye or a new specialised scheme for more qualified workers; higher institutes.

Middle - high education institutes.

There is a great lack of skilled workers or ordinary workers but greatest lack of qualified men.

Export Rebooks.
We are going to cut down orders from Am
Now our orders are
increasing with high
Every
development I new
regions need a great
quantity of imported
machines. Now we are
ordering in Europe because of abnormal
season.
Book advertised

Panda

Agent mechanical materials
Membrane decision in biology
Street ban

Petrona

Letter reply to menace of intervention by 1st attempt
Economic power of USSR

Усиленем военной работы Комсомола
Каждый Комсомольцем
обучал военному делу
May from

Honest Communists will need good housing.
It's true that there is great discontent among peasants, but they have become used to it. In 2 or 3 years, production will have increased a lot.
All universities, high schools are called VUZ divided into med. econ., tech., institutes, abs. universities, technical VUZ, med. universities for teachers, and Pavant - more third than institute.
The Director has in a week, member of PA. He was in 1917.

He said, "Having this is a director, packaging, director has 5 colleges, commercial, technical, labor director has been in Chicago, no change of money."

He signed the papers, something about. The..."
So we'd have paid
in money.
We have
$190,000.
I know today
we carry at $7
per share.

When you came
we got new
reports of Stalin
speech. We
must better food.

Complete change
in teaching.
Economics
will guide the
whole teaching.

economics. "History is the war of classes." His second motto:
"Bonne est.mpenguin.st Malmes, that economic system under which man lives decides his views on problems.
"as life decides one's knowledge. These 2 mottoes (basis of all ethics)
3. Personal History
I personality play no part in this battle. But my classes.


Seeking with as bad. Also penden had help Hope couldn't feed, so sent them.

Lenin - [insert] It was Wall that created Lenin - not Lenin.

Party. Jesus did not exist. Peter was a result of modernization. Lenin
North of bourgeoisie.
Russia, not transform
Russia to different line.

On every Egypt
Can find

Mill, Ricardo, Keynes.
Role of art: I must
be weapons, I gather

2. they should give
an expression of reality.
My oil paint a
print with a red rose
for (one of class)

3. Paint a picture
old life before late

first
old paint for strange
man beats by e
told all agitation and
agitation.
Said no one is they
shead but his mother
not sympathetic.
Rasbroa said more
sympathetic then.
I replied then
sighed & the feelings
of some whack all capitalists
were weapons in
their might.
Technical data shown

In book — 500 to a meal

Saw rubble for support

Holland v India

U.S. went for 1 no

Rubble from Russia

These will be done in

About 2 years. U.S.

By John S. Amosin

Borres

American workers,

Most all machines

Imported.

Gives a pair

Nearly ready
Very disorderly. Can't handle rubber properly. Cost of production reduced 14%. After speech Stalin more than 80% of workers have been brought into piece-work 5 day week.

Girl - 100 ml. Not lost. 9 qualified workers. Not kept in...
I come from a household mess; they scattered strangers
You too about
on my mind.
Graveyard
in past, many
I hummed.

Cecil de Mille; at the sofa
Scotch fiddle — interest. (Doubtful expression) — a
little backward.

What is wrong is lack of individual
character. Putyakan
The novel does not have much individuality. It is written to appeal to an American audience. I thought it would sell well in England. Too many women, too many women. The stories which have individual charity are true tragedies for England or America.